
Preferred Provider of Learning Solutions within the 
Financial Services Sector



“SimArch has proven to be a great added value to ABN AMRO over the last couple of years,       
in terms of training our staff in a superb way in the field of Asset and Liability Management”. 
Top qualities: Great Results , Personable , Expert.

SimArch was founded in 1999 by CEO 
Ziegfried Vermaak. The initial focus of 
SimArch was the use of customised 
simulations as a part of training pro-
grammes within a bank. Since 2002 we 
have developed core competencies in 
the area of Asset & Liability Manage-
ment and have assisted banks with 
the implementation of best practice 
processes. Since 2007 we have been 
running online bank management 
competitions as an alternative form of 
learning among banks internationally.

Provider since 1999 Offering our products & services 
around the globe

To date SimArch has delivered workshops, training 
programmes and consulting projects in more than for-
ty countries. This exposure has provided us with the 
opportunity to ensure that our product and services 
offering is current, applicable and interactive. 

Partners

We are constantly expanding our group of select partners around the globe. Our partners are leading 
organisations providing exceptional learning solutions to their clients in the Financial Services Sec-
tor. Our simulation programs are used on their own or as part of a learning solution and provide our 
partners with additional avenues to be of service to their clients. A number of our partners comprise of 
bank training institutes. 

referred provider of learning solutionsP
The  Financial Landscape is changing at blistering speed.  As a result, banking professionals 
responsible for People Development within Financial Institutions, face the challenge of ensuring 
that their personnel are sufficiently skilled to ensure optimal business performance with an 
appropriate risk-return profile at all times. It often seems almost impossible to ensure that bank-
ing personnel are kept up to date with regulatory reforms, economic and business cycles, chang-
es in customer behaviour and so much more.  

As a preferred provider of learning solutions within the Financial Services Sector we are well aware 
of these challenges and aim at offering customised solutions to suit the needs and requirements of 
each and every client.  We accomplish this through the use of our powerful banking simulations to 
ensure the accelerated transfer of financial know-how. 
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Our workshops and simulation programs are frequently updated and kept current to ensure that an 
intervention comes as close to reality as possible. With more than 14 years of research behind our 
simulation programs and having conducted over 400 workshops we have the ability to customise an 
intervention to meet your needs.

When designing a training intervention, we strive to obtain a good combination between theory 
and practice. All our training interventions therefore consist of a conceptual part and a practi-
cal part. Once we have the answers to the following we can design and formulate the workshop:

 • Who will be involved in the workshop (who are the participants or target group)?
 • What are their main functions within the bank?
 • What are the key learning objectives for this intervention?
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Banking Simulations

FirstB@nksim

In order to bring all participants on the same 
level before sending them on training we use
an interactive simulation called FirstB@nksim. 
FirstB@nksim is an accelerated development 
program consisting of 8 learning levels. It is 
an individual program where participants can 
learn in their own time. The aim of the online 
simulation is to familiarize the user with cer-
tain bank products as well as activities typi-
cally performed in a bank. The user can only 
really compete effectively in the dynamic and 
volatile market place of today once he/she has 
acquired a proper understanding of the bank-
ing business environment. In order to assist 
in gaining this proper understanding, we have 
designed an Accelerated Development Pro-
gramme. Before the user can compete in the 
market place the Accelerated Development 
Programme has to be completed successfully.

Process of Continuous Learning

In order to ensure that participants have a lasting and embedded learning experience, par-
ticipants are given access for up to 60 days directly after the workshop in order to experiment 
and embed the concepts and practical matters discussed during the workshop. In this case 
they compete against 4 virtual banks. This provides participants with an ideal way to contin-
ue learning in a fun and competitive environment, either on their own or with their colleagues.    

Replicate The Regulatory Environment

Customize Economic & Market Conditions

Embed Strategic Objectives & Latest 
Financial Information 
(balance sheet & income statement)

Our banking simulations have the ability to: 

Our simulation models can be customised for use in developing as well as developed economies, 
from large, medium to small banks. Since inception we have designed and delivered learning 
solutions across all levels in banks. 

Simulations for Individuals



Asset & Liability Management 

Processes, Policies & Framework 

Strategic Management 

Strong focus on Corporate Objective 
Setting and Financial Risk Management

Asset & Liability Management Consulting

Since 2002 SimArch has been involved in a number of Asset & Liability Management (ALM) 
projects and has been a preferred provider of ALM Workshops for major international banks 
as well as medium and small financial institutions. 

SimArch has enhanced it’s core competency in the area of ALM Workshops, the use of an 
ALM Simulator for planning purposes as well as Asset & Liability Management Consulting. 
As countries, economies, strategies and access to Information Technology differ vast-
ly from organisation to organisation, it is SimArch’s approach to treat each assignment as 
if it were unique. Through thorough analysis of the aforementioned, we are able to pro-
pose and assist with the implementation of best practice solutions for financial institutions 
that are determined to enhance and improve their internal ALM Processes and Practice. 

We provide consulting services to the Financial Services Industry on the enhancement of the 
following key processes:

SimArch has developed an easy-to-use Asset & Liability Management decision support tool called 
ALM Worx. The main objective with the decision support tool is to enhance the
Asset & Liability Management Process among banks and other financial institutions. 
ALM Worx assists the ALM departments of banks and financial institutions with the prepa-
rations necessary in order to produce quality ALCO Papers on a monthly basis. SimArch is 
making the tool available to ALM practitioners through the Applications Portal on its main 
website. SimArch also provides training in the use of the tool as well as consulting services on 
the enhancement and implementation of the ALM Process in banks and financial institutions.



SimArch has developed a core competency in the design and delivery of 
Online Bank Management Competitions. Since 2007 we have conduct-
ed online competitions internationally as an alternative form of learning.

Online Competitions for banking professionals

With our competitions we aim to provide participants with the following:

• A profound understanding of the business of banking 
• Enhanced skills in risk management 
• Insight into the application of strategic objectives within a bank 
• An overview of the different activities that are typically performed in a full-service bank 
• The understanding of how the different areas of the business interact to enhance overall  
 business and financial performance 
• Knowledge of how to deal with competition in the market place 
• Familiarity with the different types of financial statements that reflect: 
  Profitability 
  Key performance measures used in banking 
  Asset/Liability structure 
  Financial position of the bank 
• The advantage of having exchanged experiences, ideas and networking among banking  
 personnel internationally 
 

The online competitions are also 
conducted on an in-house basis. 
The in-house competitions are 
specifically run by major banks 
that have a global presence and 
that would like to create a uniform 
understanding of their business 
model, objectives and focus areas 
across all countries where they are 
present. The in-house competitions 
are normally fully customised ac-
cording to the needs of the bank. 

Online Bank Management Contests 
for banking professionals

Asset & Liability Management  
Competitions for ALM practitioners

Annual Competitions

In-house Competitions

OBMCOBMC



The impact from the continu-
ous changes in key macro
economic indicators on the per-
formance of a bank is often un-
derrated and not understood. 
The fact that we live in econom-
ic cycles are often neglected 
and hardly taken into account 
properly. For this reason, the 
competitions expose partici-
pants to various economic sce-
narios each quarter. Regular 
releases from the Central Bank 
provide insight into the latest 
developments on the regula-
tory as well as the economic 
front. By analysing this infor-
mation and using it to formulate 
assumptions and decisions, 
participants experience first 
hand, real-life situations that 
could occur in the economy. 

The Bank Competitive Market 
Conditions The Economy

Participants are exposed to 
a number of banking prod-
ucts as well as the activi-
ties typically performed in a 
full-service bank. By be-
ing part of the management 
team of a bank, participants 
gain first-hand experience 
on how all the different 
products and activities inter-
act in order to achieve opti-
mal business performance.

The banking industry is one of 
the most competitive environ-
ments of today. Dealing with 
real-life competition can be 
tricky for a bank as it is a very 
complex organisation. Through 
the competitions banking 
professionals are exposed to 
the real challenges faced by 
banks every day. Not only are 
they exposed to these challeng-
es but they are also taught how 
to deal with the competition in 
order to grow market share and 
drive the business for value.

Online Competitions for banking professionals

Exposure to the World of Banking

Each online competition exposes the participating teams to real-life challenges banks face today. 
Below you will find an overview of the three main areas participants are exposed to: 



For more information on our  workshops 
For more information on consulting 
For more information on our online competitions
For more information on our individual simulations 
For pricing and further information contact 

SIMARCH NV

Interleuvenlaan 62
3000 Heverlee
Belgium
Tel: +32 (0)16 39 47 32
Fax: +32 (0)16 39 47 31
info@simarch.com
www.simarch.com

SIMARCH ASIA Pte Ltd 

20 Cecil Street
#14-01 Equity Plaza 

Singapore 049705

ow can SimArch assist you?H

info@simarch.com
alm@simarch.com
obmc@simarch.com
info@firstbanksim.com
info@simarch.com


